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A report for EFPIA explaining the root causes of unavailability of products across
European countries
• The unprecedented speed of innovation exhibited over the last five years and the promise of the
industry pipeline provides an important opportunity to improve outcomes for patients.
• There is common agreement that the value of innovation is only realised when patients benefit from
advances in treatment.
• However, a significant number of medicines are not available across all European Union (EU)
markets. EFPIA has studied this through WAIT for many years. This is also clearly a concern of the
European Commission
• EFPIA asked CRA to support an analysis of the root cause of delays in availability of medicines in
the EU
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What do we mean by availability and delay
• In the European Union, once a new treatment has gone through a process of ten years of research and
development on average, three further milestones have to be reached before patients have access to it
• It is important to distinguish between a number of different time points:
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What is the evidence on unavailability and delays
• Wide variation in time to availability and
available across Europe
• Although access to oncology medicines appears
to be improving, access to orphan medicines
continues to vary considerable across EU
member states, with long delays and low
availability in central and eastern Europe
• Even within one country, patients can get access
to some medicines almost immediately, and wait
years for others
• There is little evidence that delays are reducing
– in fact the contrary. This is likely to become an
even bigger concern as we consider the
consequences of COVID-19
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Comparing availability across European countries
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10 root causes of unavailability and delay
• We find and document 10 interrelated
factors that explain unavailability and
delays.
• These are rooted in the medicines
access systems and processes in the
EU member states and the
corresponding impact on commercial
decision-making.
• In reality, there are many interconnected
factors that could explain unavailability
and it is not possible to untangle their
impact with perfect precision
• In other words, the environment affects
commercial decisions
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The speed of regulatory process
• The time from application to granting of
marketing authorisation has been examined in
many different papers
– Consistently show the FDA is faster than EMA

• The recent OECD analysis repeated this
analysis for oncology reports. Found that
average delay was 13 months for EEA, 7
months for the USA
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• Early access mechanisms mitigate this (and
have a big impact on WAIT comparisons) but
only possible in some markets
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• The experience during the pandemic has
shown how quickly this can occur
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Initiation of the process and length of P&R process
• In some markets, there is immediate access after
marketing authorisation at least for some products
• However, in many markets the price and
reimbursement process does not start automatically,
this requires a submission by the company or
decision by those in the assessment process
– Research has shown this is partly due to external
reference pricing
– Equally, the application for P&R is a time-consuming
process. Every country requires the development of a
tailor-made dossier in local language and compliance
with local rules.
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Start of the national process in the
six case study countries

Misalignment on evidence requirement
• One of the reasons that the national
timelines gets extended are stop-clocks,
request for information or rejections during
the process of health technology
assessment
• Misalignment can be found in all
assessment criteria including patient
population, comparators, trial design, end
points, and statistical analysis
• To illustrate the differences in evidence
requirement we can compare the evidence
requirements of EMA and the HTA bodies
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Evidence requirements vary between agencies,
prolonging national discussions and decision making

Misalignment of value and price and the value assigned to
product differentiation and choice
• Even if there is agreement on the evidence
regarding the value of a medicine different
countries have different level of income
and hence ability to pay
– Where prices are higher than the perceived
value or affordability, there is an inevitable
delay as the price is negotiated

• Where it is possible to use flexible
contracts to align price and value, this
should reduce delays
• The value that countries place on a
particular medicine also varies: clinical and
epidemiological factors; physician choice
and the value of competing medicines
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The use of managed entry agreements across Europe

Health system readiness
Relationship between time to availability (delays) and
GDP per capita

1. Insufficient budget to implement decisions

2. Diagnosis, supporting infrastructure and relevance to
patients
• Accurate and timely diagnosis is dependent on the
availability of accessible screening and diagnosis
programs and services
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• Within Europe, we clearly have countries with very
different level of income with GDP per capita varying
from €16,000 to €80,000 per annum. They also have
made different decisions regarding the amount that
they invest in healthcare
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Availability is not access
Percentage of products that are available that are accessible
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• Even once a medicine is on the
public reimbursement list and
navigated any regional process,
this does not mean that patients
have access to medicines
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• There are many additional barriers
that affect usage of medicines:
publication; clinical guidelines

Products with sales

Source: IQVIA MIDAS MAT Q4 2019; Analysis includes 205 products which have both availability in EU and show EU sales in MIDAS. Certain products and channels have less coverage (e.g. MIDAS data in Greece
does not cover the hospital setting). No sales is defined as no sales found in IQVIA MIDAS data within the study period (FY 2014 – 2019).
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Policy solutions to improve availability of innovative medicines
11. Proposals to speed up the regulatory process, delivering safe and high quality diagnostics, vaccines and
treatments to patients as fast as possible
22. Proposals that aim to increase transparency of information regarding the placing on the market of
centrally approved products
33. Proposals to facilitate a process that allows prices to align with value and ability to pay, particularly the
use of innovative contracting
44. Proposals to improve the efficiency and quality of value assessment
55. Proposals to ensure equity of access and solidarity across EU member states
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